
NOTE!

Assignment 1 has 2 questions, but it counts for 10 points in my final grade calculations.
Submitting Assignment 1 will earn 10 points if it is complete and on time! 

Please read the directions carefully!
Part 1 requires two definitions for Geography, and a short comparison of your
two definitions of Geography, and Part 2 requires two definitions for Human
Geography, and a short comparison of those two definitions.
You must also give your source for all of the definitions you use.

You must submit your answers to the questions in Assignment 1 in Blackboard.



For this assignment, you will need to do a little research on the web!
→ NOTE: You may not use your textbook or my website for your definitions. 0 points if you do.

1. Type into a search “define Geography”
→ Look at several definitions … please don’t take just the first two that come up (if you do, everyone will 

end up with the same two definitions!)…
→Pick two of them… AND be sure to copy the web address for each of them. To get full credit on this 

assignment, you have to submit both definitions and your sources…
→Compare them, and briefly comment: Do they say the same thing using different words, or do they 

seem to be saying something different to you? Why?
→Copy the web url from the address bar in your browser to include as your citation for each definition.

2. Type into a search “define Human Geography”
→ Look at several definitions … again… please don’t take just the first two that come up…
→Pick two of them… AND be sure to copy the web address for each of them. To get full credit on this 

assignment, you have to submit both definitions and your sources…
→Compare them, and briefly comment: Do they say the same thing using different words, or do they 

seem to be saying something different to you? Why?
→Copy the web url from the address bar in your browser to include as your citation for each definition.

Example:
Definition 1. Human Geography: Who, what, where, and why there? An introductory course on the interactions 
of people and their social, cultural, historic, economic and natural environments … 
http://webhost.bridgew.edu/ramey/www/geog151.htm

When you have everything, go to Blackboard and open Assignment 1 and type in (or copy and paste in) your 
two definitions of Geography, your two definitions of Human Geography, and your sources, and your comments 
comparing the definitions of Geography and your comments comparing the definitions of Human Geography. 
→ Be sure to remember to include your sources with your definitions!

Assignment 1: What is Geography… Human Geography?

Submit your answers in Blackboard. These are essay questions that I will grade manually.

http://webhost.bridgew.edu/ramey/www/geog151.htm

